CircaCompare: A method to estimate and statistically support differences in mesor, amplitude, and phase, between circadian rhythms.
A fundamental interest in chronobiology is to compare patterns between groups of rhythmic data. However, many existing methods are ill-equipped to derive statements concerning the statistical significance of differences between rhythms that may be visually apparent. This is attributed to both the form of data used (longitudinal vs. cross-sectional) and the limitations of the statistical tests used to draw conclusions. To address this problem, we propose that a cosinusoidal curve with a particular parametrization be used to model and compare data of two sets of observations collected over a twenty-four-hour period. The novelty of our test is in the parametrization, which allows the explicit estimation of rhythmic parameters (mesor [the rhythm-adjusted mean level of a response variable around which a wave function oscillates], amplitude and phase), and simultaneously testing for statistical significance in all three parameters between two or more groups of datasets. A statistically significant difference between two groups, regarding each of these rhythmic parameters, is indicated by a p-value. The method is evaluated by applying the model to publicly available datasets, and is further exemplified by comparison to the currently recommended method, DODR. The results suggest that the method proposed may be highly sensitive to detect rhythmic differences between groups in phase, amplitude and mesor. https://github.com/RWParsons/circacompare/. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.